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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Wunderbar Together PopUp Tour Showcases Germany in Portland 

Wunderbar Together, a year-long national initiative celebrating German-American friendship, sets up shop with tastes, 
sights, and sounds of Germany  

Portland, OR [DATE] – No need to book a trip to Berlin to experience the best that Germany has to offer: from 
Wednesday, October 9th to Saturday, October 12th, Wunderbar Together PopUp Tour will come to Pioneer Courthouse 
Square with a multi-day experiential pop-up event celebrating German-American friendship. With something for 
everyone, the Wunderbar Together PopUp Tour is designed to celebrate the longstanding ties between the United States 
and Germany.  

A large tent with cultural exhibitions and programming will be surrounded by booths and stations with interactive 
experiences for all ages. There will also be a Bauhaus-themed Wiesn in a Box beer garden featuring hot pretzels and 
Hofbräu beer, virtual reality tours of German cities, programming for children and students organized by the German 
International School Portland, a viewing screen for Bundesliga soccer matches, food trucks featuring German fare and a 
Beer Brewer Exchange.  

“We are excited to bring the PopUp Tour to Portland as part of our year-long Wunderbar Together campaign, holding 
over 1,500 events across the country in celebration of German-American friendship,” said Blake Peters, Honorary Consul 
of the Federal Republic of Germany in Oregonand Head of School at the German International School.  “After successful 
events in Chicago and Atlanta, we are glad that Portland is the next stop on the tour.  The Northwest has surprisingly 
strong and deep transatlantic connections.  The relationships are everything from trucks to hops with so many interesting 
people and programs in between.΅ 

The cultural tent, the centerpiece of the event, will house programs designed to showcase the best of German art, 
culture, science, and business for children and adults alike. Highlights include: 

• BMW Group hosts two panels: “Electromobility and the Grid”, discussing how to empower the mobility and 
energy transformation in Oregon, and “Shaping the Future of Urban Mobility”, showcasing examples of 
successful, transformation-leading start-ups and engaging in debates with different stakeholders. BMW Group 
also presents a series of short talks on “Design for Mobility”, discussing current trends on future mobility and 
sustainable urban designs. The BMW Group design innovation studio Designworks takes part at the short talks 
as well. 

• Re:publica explores issues regarding sustainability, democracy and future scenarios in the digital age. With 
speakers from both sides of the Atlantic, rpPortland seeks answers to questions on AI and the environment, food 
sovereignty in times of advancing climate change, and bottom up movements as a reaction to global crises. In 
the greenest city in the USA, re:publica Portland is all about "Access to Tomorrow” . 

• WorldOregon presents “Germany & the U.S.: Shaping our Transatlantic Future” with Dieter Kempf, President of 
the Federation of German Industries (BDI)Peter Beyer, member of the German Bundestag, Coordinator of 
Transatlantic Cooperation in the Field of Intersocietal Relations, Cultural and Information Policy, moderated by 
Karen Wilde Goddin, former Managing Director for Business, Innovation and Trade with Business Oregon. 
Additionally WorldOregon is working in coordination with WorkAwesome and Re:publica on content and 
speakers for their programs.  

• WorkAwesome Conference with 100+ thought leaders, entrepreneurs and creators around the future of work, 
from cutting edge newcomers in the Northwest to large transatlantic organizations  
 

https://wunderbartogether.org/
https://www.wunderbartogetherpopuptour.com/
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• Vernissage Photo Exhibit “Hommage a Feininger” by Karl Lagerfeld, curated by Gerhard Steidl 
• Virtual reality tours of the iconic Bauhaus school in Dessau, Germany and hands-on activities through the 

Discover Design – Discover Bauhaus Workshop by the German Design Museum Foundation 
• Science Slam, with young scientists from Germany and the USA presenting their work and exploring the line 

between entertainment and scientific research, organized by Policult 

“Nationwide, more than 70,000 Americans rely on the BMW Group for their jobs and careers, whether working in our 
manufacturing plant, in our corporate headquarters, at one of our many design, technology, and engineering facilities, in 
our nationwide dealer network and at our direct suppliers. Being also a key sales market and home to our worldwide 
largest production site in South Carolina, where more than 4.5 million vehicles have been produced to date, the USA 
play a central role for the BMW Group”, says Bernhard Kuhnt, President and CEO, BMW of North America. “We look 
forward to engaging in fruitful discussions on the future of mobility, showcasing our commitment to the German-American 
friendship and celebrating more than 40 years of presence of BMW in the US.” 

The #WunderbarTour is a unique experience. Where else can you enjoy authentic German foods and brews, join 
enthusiastic soccer fans for watch parties, and slip into an alternate reality to experience the newest technology from 
German companies and strolls through German cities far away?  

“Germany and the United States are linked by culture, values, business and politics – the PopUp Tour allows us to 
celebrate this friendship and showcase how “wunderbar” we are together.”, said BDI President Kempf. 

About Wunderbar Together 
From October 2018 until November 2019, Germany is highlighting its close friendship with the United States through the 
year-long festival, Wunderbar Together. Working with over 250 partners, the celebration will feature over 1,500 events 
across all 50 states. Wunderbar Together is a comprehensive and collaborative initiative funded by the German Federal 
Foreign Office, implemented by the Goethe-Institut, and supported by the Federation of German Industries (BDI).  

About the Wunderbar Together PopUp Tour  
The PopUp Tour is the official roadshow of Wunderbar Together. It combines an impressive Culture Tent with mobile 
presentation modules, and various flexible pop-up edutainment elements. Programs range from business conferences, 
science slams, art exhibits, and concerts to interactive student-focused events. The PopUp Tour highlights the many 
ways our two countries make each other stronger through our cultural and economic ties. With stops in Chicago, Atlanta, 
and Portland, the PopUp Tour showcases German business and culture in the U.S. and highlights close economic ties 
between the two countries. The Wunderbar Together PopUp Tour is proudly sponsored by BASF, Bayer AG, BMW 
Group, Daimler AG, Evonik Industries, SAP, Schaeffler, Siemens AG, Allianz, LANXESS, Lufthansa, and Merck KGaA, 
Darmstadt, Germany. Visit the PopUp Tour’s website for more information. 

Contact: 

Miriam Bruns  
Director of Partner Relations, Wunderbar Together 
(404) 917-4535 
Miriam.Bruns@goethe.de  

Amal Khaled 
Communications Manager, PopUp Tour 
(202) 629-8707 
amal.khaled@goethe.de  
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